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Details of Visit:

Author: Damonsadventures
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 17 Jul 2015 12:45
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Miss French Delight
Phone: 07908880756

The Premises:

Incall location is in a very nice road close to Earls Court station entrance is set back and very
discrete, once inside premises are clean and tidy, certainly fit for purpose. Can't say much about the
parking situation as I travelled there by public transport. Shower facilities are good with an good
selection of shower gel's.

The Lady:

Photo's are certainly accurate and are fairly recent, face is not shown in pictures but is very pretty.
Charlotte is a very attractive lady especially if you like curves, fairly tall, age is in line with that stated
in her profile. for the meeting Charlotte was dressed in a black gown with sexy black lingerie. 

The Story:

Booking was simple to arrange as Charlotte's communication was faultless. On arrival I was greeted
at the door with a kiss and was made to feel welcome. With the formalities swiftly dealt with
refreshments were swiftly made available.

We had a brief chat to break the ice the things moved on from there fairly quickly with some very
nice French kissing which certainly got me in the mood, especially when the gown was removed to
reveal Charlotte's curvy body which I could not help but explore. Charlotte has very soft, smooth
skin. We soon dispensed with the rest of our clothing.

Once naked things then swiftly moved on and we had oral both way's lots of kissing and touching
and protected sex with me on top of her and her on top of me. I actually came twice which is quite a
rare occurrence for me. I can also say that there have been very few ladies that have made me feel
so damn horny than Charlotte did on this occasion. Charlotte also gave me an excellent back and
shoulder massage. I made use of her shower facilities at the end which was very welcome.

Overall I adored my time with Charlotte and would love to return. Highly recommended.
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